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TCGA: History and Goal
History:

Started in 2005 by the National Cancer Institute (NCI) and the 
National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI) with $110 
Million to catalogue genetic mutations responsible for cancer (2006-
2009).
US Government dedicated ~$500 Million for the next 5 years (2010-
2015) to characterize 20-30 Cancers.

Objective/Goal:

Comprehensive and coordinated effort to accelerate our understanding 
of the molecular basis of cancer through the application of genome 
analysis technologies, including large-scale genome sequencing.
To improve our ability to diagnose, treat, and prevent cancer through 
a better understanding of the molecular basis of this disease.
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Problems
i) Difficulty finding the desired information 

i.i) If we want an old version of the data the only solution is via the http

ii) How the data is organized in the portal

iii) Download complexity of the site
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TCGAbiolinks
An R/Bioconductor package for integrative 

analysis with TCGA data
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Preparing for tutorial

● /dados/uruguay/aluno/tcgabiolinks
● /dados/uruguay/aluno/elmer



Aim
i) facilitate the TCGA open-access data retrieval

ii) prepare the data using the appropriate pre-processing strategies

iii) provide the means to carry out different standard analyses 

iv) allow the user to download a specific version of the data and thus to easily 
reproduce earlier research results.



Pipeline
TCGAquery

TCGAanalyse_DEA

TCGAdownload

TCGAprepare

TCGAanalyse_DMR

TCGAvisualize_starburst

TCGAquery_clinic

TCGAvisualize_survival

CODE Final results
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Searching for data

query <- TCGAquery ( tumor = "GBM",
    platform = "Humanmethylation450",
    level = 3,
    version = list(c("HumanMethylation450","GBM",5)),  
    samples = c("TCGA-06-6694-01A-12D-1844-05",
        "TCGA-06-0171-02A-11D-2004-05")

)

# Vector of tumors
# Vector of platforms
# 1, 2, 3
# List of triple (tumor, platform, version)
# Vector of barcodes

tumor

platform

version

level

samples

TCGAquery



Searching for data - Example
query <- TCGAquery ( tumor = "GBM", platform = "Humanmethylation450", level = 3)



Downloading the data

TCGAdownload(data = query, 
                          path = ".", 
                          samples = c("TCGA-06-6694-01A-12D-1844-05",

          "TCGA-06-0171-02A-11D-2004-05"),
    force = FALSE)

# TCGAquery result
# Path to save files
# Vector of barcodes to download file

# If already downloaded download it again? 

data

path

type

force

samples

TCGAdownload



Reading the data

TCGAprepare(query = query, 
  dir = ".", 
  samples = c("TCGA-06-6694-01A-12D-1844-05",

           "TCGA-06-0171-02A-11D-2004-05"), 
  save = TRUE, 

 filename = "name.rda",
summarizedExperiment = TRUE )

# TCGAquery result
# Path where files were saved
# Vector of barcodes to read file

# Save prepared object?
# Name of the file with the prepared object
# If FALSE output is a data.frame

query
dir

filename

save

samples

TCGAprepare
type

summarizedExperiment



SummarizedExperiment

Huber, Wolfgang, et al. "Orchestrating high-throughput genomic analysis with Bioconductor." Nature methods 12.2 (2015): 115-121.
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Starburst -
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ELMER package
ELMER is designed to use DNA methylation and gene expression from a large 

number of samples to infere regulatory element landscape and transcription 

factor network in primary tissue.



Pipeline - TCGAbiolinks + ELMER
TCGAquery

TCGAdownload

TCGAprepare

TCGAprepare_ELMER

ELMER package

Identify distal enhancer probes

Identify significantly different DNA 
methylation 

Identify putative target genes 

Identify enriched motifs 

Identify regulatory TFs 

CODE Final results
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Results 
Generate scatter plots for one probes’ nearby 20 gene expression vs DNA methylation at this probe.



Results
You can also focus on one probe-gene pair. The entrez gene ID for PAIX is 5075.



Results
You can generate schematic plot for one probe with 20 nearby genes and label the
gene significantly linked with the probe in red.



Results
Generate schematic plot for one gene with the probes which the gene is significantly linked to.



Results
Sometimes there is more than one probe nearby.



Results
We can generate a scatter plot for TF expression vs average DNA methylation of the sites with 
certain motif.



References
● TCGAbiolinks
● ELMER 
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Troubleshoot
- TCGAdownload is not working or it crashed. 

- TCGA data portal might be down or the access limit was reached and your IP was blocked. 
Try again in some minutes

- If it is not working the following file has all the objects you need for the course, just 
upload this to your rstudio.


